Introduction

35
All-optical neurophysiology (AON)-simultaneous optical stimulation and optical readout of neural 36 activity-provides a promising approach to mapping neural excitability and functional connectivity 37 across wide regions of brain tissue (Emiliani et al., 2015; Ronzitti et al., 2017) . Recent advances in two-38 photon (2P) calcium imaging AON in vivo have enabled measurement of neuronal population activity 39 while stimulating or inhibiting up to ~100 near-surface neurons in small cortical regions (Shemesh et al., 40 2017; Ronzitti et al., 2017; Mardinly et al., 2018) . However, most of the intact rodent brain remains 41 inaccessible to optical microscopy, and one would ideally like to perform AON simultaneously on many 42 thousands of neurons across multiple brain regions to map spatial variations in function or to detect 43 rare sub-populations. 44 A c u t e b r a i n s l i c e s i n p r i n c i p l e e n a b l e w i d e -a r e a o p t i c a l m a p p i ng across any brain region. While 45 slicing cuts many long-range connections, the procedure is commonly used to investigate the molecular 46 enough to avoid jRGECO1a photoswitching, and the yellow light used to excite jRGECO1a did not 94 spuriously activate the eTsChR. 95 O n t h e i m a g i n g f r o n t , 1 P s t r u c t u r e d i l l u m i n a t i o n m i c r o s c o p y ( S IM) techniques can achieve 96 optical sectioning in tissue (Mertz, 2011) . We developed a generalized SIM technique based on 97
Hadamard-Walsh encoding and implemented it in a mesoscope imaging system. Hadamard microscopy 98 provides better rejection of out-of-plane fluorescence than do other SIM techniques and offers the 99 ability to make systematic tradeoffs between background rejection and time resolution. 100
By applying 1P optogenetic stimulation and Hadamard microscopy to acute slices expressing 101 eTsChR and H2B-jRGECO1a, we obtained simultaneous functional characterization of > 6,000 neurons, 102 spread over a region 2.3 x 2.3 mm with 5.6 Hz time resolution. Maps of optically induced activity 103 highlighted distinct cortical layers, which otherwise appeared homogeneous in their fluorescence. We 104 used the AON system to map with cellular resolution the effects of anti-epileptic drugs on neural 105 excitability, and to study cortico-cortico and cortico-striatal functional connectivity. Finally, we show 106 that with an improvement to the algorithm based on compressed sensing, the imaging speed can be 107 increased to 33 Hz (Parot et al., 2019) . The combined molecular and optical tools provide a powerful 108 system for wide-area investigations of neural function in brain tissue. 109 110
Materials and methods 111 112 DNA constructs. R-CaMP2 was a gift from Haruhiko Bito. TsChR was a gift from Ed Boyden. jRGECO1a 113 and jRCAMP1a were obtained from Addgene (Plasmids #61563 and #61562). All RGECIs were cloned 114 between the BamHI and EcoRI sites of the backbone from FCK-Arch-GFP (Addgene Plasmid #22217) for 115 expression in cultured neurons and for lentiviral production. For photophysical characterization, RGECIs 116
were also cloned into an analog of the FCK vector replacing the CaMKIIα promoter with a CAG promoter, 117 a configuration we refer to as FCAG. The jRCaMP1a and jRGECO1a constructs included the nuclear 118 export sequences found in the original publication (Dana et al., 2016) . For nuclear localization, the 119 nuclear export sequence of jRGECO1a was replaced with an H2B tag, and cloned into an AAV-hSyn-DO 120
Cre-off vector. TsChR, including an N-terminal Kir2.1 trafficking sequence followed by a GFP fluorescent 121 tag, was cloned into FCK and into an AAV expression vector under control of the human synapsin 122 promoter (AAV-hSyn). CheRiff-TS-GFP (Addgene Plasmid # 51693) was cloned into an AAV-CAG-DIO 123 expression vector. FCK-ChR2(H134R)-GFP was used as a reference for eTsChR characterization. FCK-VSV-124 G (Addgene Plasmid #8454) and psPAX2 (Addgene Plasmid #12260) were used in lentiviral production. 125 pUC19 (NEB #N3041) was used as a diluent in calcium phosphate transfections. 126 127
Cell culture and gene expression.
128
HEK cell culture and gene expression. Photophysical measurements of RGECIs were performed in 129 HEK293T cells (ATCC CRL-11268) cultured as previously described (Hochbaum et al., 2014 Low titer lentivirus production. HEK293T cells were cultured as in the previous section, except that cells 139
were split daily and the cell density was always maintained between 30 and 70%. Prior to P11, cells were 140 split onto gelatin coated plates, prepared by incubating 15 cm plastic dishes (Nunc) for 20 minutes at 141 room temperature with 10 mL EmbryoMax 0.1% Gelatin solution (Millipore FS-006-B) and aspirating to 142 dryness. 10 cm dishes were also used, and all amounts were scaled to the smaller surface area. After 143 cells reached 80% confluency, cells were switched to 16 mL pre-warmed DMEM without FBS for 1-2 144 hours. For each dish, the following were added, in order, to 1.2 mL DMEM: 14 μg of FCK-RGECI plasmid, 145 9 μg psPAX2, and 4 μg VsVg were combined with 36 μL of 1 mg/mL PEI in water (Aldrich #408727). The 146 tube was vortexed and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. The mixture was then pipetted 147 dropwise over the surface area of the dish and the cells were returned to the incubator for 4 hours. 148
After the incubation, the medium was replaced with 16 mL DMEM + 10% FBS without antibiotics. 36-48 149 hours later, the medium was collected and centrifuged for 5 min at 500 × g. The supernatant was 150 filtered through a 0.45 μm filter blocked with DMEM + 10% FBS and aliquoted in 1-5 mL fractions. 151
Aliquots were kept at -80°C until use. 152 153
Primary neuron culture and gene expression. Cultured rat hippocampal neurons on astrocyte 154 monolayers were prepared as previously described (Hochbaum et al., 2014) , with two modifications: (1) 155
In Vitro Scientific dishes model D35-14-1.5-N were used instead of D35-20-1.5-N, while keeping the cell 156 densities the same, and (2) (Fig. 1b,c Field stimulation (Fig. 1b,c) was performed by inserting two chlorided silver wire loops 2 cm 192 apart into the glass-bottomed imaging dish, touching the plastic on either side of the coverslip. A high 193
voltage amplifier (Krohn-hite 7600M) was used to amplify 1 ms pulses generated by the DAQ card to 60-194 120 V. 3-4 FOVs were acquired for each construct, using a fresh dish each time.
195
For patch clamp electrophysiology measurements ( Fig. 1e-g, Fig. 9d the fluorescence trace after the maximum ΔF/F was fit to a sum of two exponential decays, and the τ off 210 was taken as the time for the fit to decay to half its maximum value. Photobleaching traces ( Table 1)  211 were extracted from separate cells and fit to a monoexponential to obtain time constant τ bleach . 212
Movies of blue light photoswitching (Fig. 2d,e) were preprocessed to reject saturated pixels and 213 a threshold equal to half the average of movie was used to separate foreground from background. 214
Background intensity was subtracted from the original movies and the averages of the resulting 215 foreground traces (combining 10-20 cells each) were used in downstream analysis. Traces were 216 converted to ΔF/F using the fluorescence value before blue light stimulation as F 0 . "Photoswitching 217 ΔF/F" was defined as the ΔF/F immediately after blue light illumination ends (Fig. 2d, inset) . 218 F o r c o m p a r i s o n o f c h a n n e l r h o d o p s i n s ( Fig. 1e-g, Fig. 9d ), cells were rejected if they required 219 >100 pA holding current to maintain -65 mV in current clamp or if their baselines drifted by more than 220 the smallest steady state photocurrent amplitude in voltage clamp mode. Steady-state 488 nm 221 photocurrents were extracted as the average photocurrent over the last 100 ms of blue light 222 illumination. Steady state 561 nm photocurrents and depolarizations were extracted from 1 s of data. 223
On time constants were obtained from single exponential fits to the first 1.5 ms of 488 nm illumination. 224
Off time constants were obtained from single exponential fits to the 99.5 ms following blue light 488 225 illumination. 226
Recordings of jRGECO1a fluorescence in Fig. 1h were corrected for photobleaching with a bi-227 exponential fit to the initial period in each movie, before stimulation, while recordings of BeRST1 228 fluorescence were corrected for photobleaching by a sliding, 1000 point, median filter. Both traces were 229 converted to ΔF/F based on the fluorescence before blue light stimulation. Frames acquired during blue 230 light stimulation were dropped to avoid optical crosstalk. 231 232
Hadamard imaging 233
Microscope. In the ultra-widefield microscope (Fig. 3a) , a 561 nm laser beam (MPB Communications F-234 04306-02) was transmitted through a rotating diffuser, and merged with a 470 nm LED beam (Thorlabs 235 M470L3). Both were expanded, focused, and coupled through free space to fill with high NA illumination 236 a digital micromirror device (DMD) module (Vialux V-7001; 1024x768 pixels, 13.7 μm pitch). Multiple 237 diffraction orders emitted from the DMD pattern were transmitted by a 100 mm projection tube lens 238 (Zeiss Makro-Planar 100 mm, L1 in Fig. 3a) , reflected off a custom dichroic mirror (Semrock Di01-239 R405/488/561/635-t3-60x85), and imaged onto the sample by a 50 mm objective lens (Olympus 240 MVPLAPO 2XC, NA 0.5, L2 in Fig. 3a) . The 3 mm substrate thickness of the dichroic mirror minimized 241 warping-induced projection aberrations. Fluorescence emission was collected through the same 242 objective and dichroic, a large diameter (60mm) emission filter (Semrock FF01-520/35-60-D or Chroma 243 ET600/50m, F in Fig. 3a) , and a 135 mm imaging tube lens (Zeiss Apo-Sonnar 135 mm, L3 in Fig. 3a To correct for slight motion artifacts due to sample drift, all datasets from one brain slice were 317 registered to a reference image using a b-splines transform maximizing mutual information (Klein et al., 318 2010 ). 319 320
Hadamard image formation. To understand the optical sectioning process, Hadamard microscopy was 321 modeled as an incoherent illumination, intensity-linear space-invariant optical system, in which the 322 intensity after propagation is given by a convolution between intensity before propagation and an 323 intensity impulse response function. In a discrete representation, the circulant convolution matrix 324 represented three-dimensional excitation intensity at the object, in response to an impulse function 325 reflectance at the DMD plane (turning on one DMD pixel). Similarly, was defined as the intensity 326 collected by an impulse detector at the camera plane from emitted fluorescence in a three-dimensional 327 object (analogous to detection from one camera pixel). The data collected from tissue with fluorophore 328 distribution upon illumination with a structured illumination pattern was represented as 329
, where diag denoted rearrangement between vector and diagonal matrix. Calibration 330 with a thin uniform fluorescent object and no scattering was represented as . After assuming that 331 contains an orthonormal Hadamard code with no spatial repetition, it followed that , and 332
. Then , or . The 333 reconstructed optical section was proportional to the object convolved with the confocal scattering 334 function that resulted from the element-wise product of the projection and collection 335 scattering functions. To simulate the effects of lateral sub-pixel offset between the DMD pixels and the 336 smaller camera pixels, we used a continuous space version of the model described above, defining the 337 diffraction-limited excitation and emission PSFs as Gaussian functions and convolving these PSFs by 338 square apertures representing the DMD and camera pixels, respectively. The system PSF was calculated 339 from the product of the excitation and emission PSFs. 340 341
Image processing and filtering. The lines between DMD pixels led to a periodic grid artifact in Hadamard 342 optical sections. A Gaussian stopband filter was used to attenuate these artifacts. The filter parameters 343
were not changed after initial set-up. 344
The size of the computational pinholes could be adjusted in software to trade optical signal level 345 for z-resolution. Tuning of pinhole sizes was achieved by applying a spatial Gaussian filter to the 346 calibration patterns, with σ = 5.6 μm for functional images, and σ = 3.4 μm for structural images. Brands, NJ) ink painted on a glass coverslip. Third, we acquired multi-plane images of an acute brain slice 363 expressing H2B-jRGECO1a to evaluate the imaging quality of each method in turbid tissue. 364
For the beads and plane experiments, illumination patterns for Hadamard codes of length 12, 365 together with striped illumination with period 4 pixels and 4 phases, were interleaved and repeat-366 averaged to match total photons and photobleaching conditions across datasets. HiLo optical sections 367 were computed from the same patterns used for Hadamard imaging, using a photon-matched uniform 368 illumination image and a repeat-averaged structured image corresponding to one Hadamard pattern. 369
HiLo uses only a single random illumination pattern, and thus necessarily uses a non-uniform total 370 photon count across the sample. We used more total photons in HiLo optical sections to avoid 371 penalizing this method in the comparison. A series of images taken at z = 2.24 m were acquired to 372 map the three dimensional PSF. 373
Hadamard images were calculated as , with . Stripe SIM optical 374 sections were calculated as , with m=4. HiLo optical sections were calculated 375 setting the wavelet filter σ = 0.75. DMD modulation grid artifacts were present in all datasets and were 376 not corrected. Widefield reference images were obtained by summing all patterns in the Hadamard 377 sequence. 378
Images of the homogeneous fluorescent plane were acquired following the same protocol as for 379 the beads. The same flat field correction was applied to all datasets by subtracting the offset and 380 dividing by the blurred intensity distribution of a focused widefield image. All datasets were filtered 381 equally to reduce DMD grid artifacts. Within a region of interest, the standard deviation of values was 382 normalized by their mean to obtain coefficients of variation. 383
To estimate the degree of cell-to-cell fluorescence crosstalk in nuclear-labeled acute brain slices, 384
we first computed a mean Hadamard `nucleus spread function', i.e. the mean fluorescence distribution 385 measured from multi-plane structural Hadamard images of fluorescent nuclei in acute brain slices. We 386 then used high-resolution confocal microscopy to estimate the center locations of all neuronal nuclei in 387 a fixed brain slice up to a depth of 100 m. We computationally positioned the nucleus spread 388 functions at the nuclear locations, adjusted signal levels to account for the measured attenuation with 389 depth, and estimated the crosstalk, i. AAV injection. AAV2/9-hSyn-DO-H2B-jRGECO1a (1.60×10 13 GC/mL) and AAV2/9-hSyn-eTsChR (2.22×10 13 409 GC/mL) were produced at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary Vector Core. AAV2/9-CAG-DIO-CheRiff-410 TS-GFP (5.80×10 13 GC/mL) was produced by the Stanford Vector Core. AAV1-hSyn-NES-jRGECO1a 411 (2.44×10 13 GC/mL) was purchased from the University of Pennsylvania Vector Core. When two viruses 412 were coinjected, they were mixed in a one-to-one volume ratio. Fig. 7c . Color images (Fig. 7d,e) were generated using L*a*b colorspace, by 494 projecting PC1 into lightness, L, and PC2 and PC3 into the red-green and blue-yellow axes, a and b. 495
To generate maps of changes in drug response in Fig. 8a , ΔF images from four runs before and 496 after drug addition were averaged together, median filtered with a 3 pixel kernel, saturated at their 497 99.5 th percentile, and displayed in the green and red channels, respectively. The blue channel is the 498 average of the red and green images. Color saturation was adjusted in L*a*b space to aid in 499 visualization. In Fig. 9 ΔF images are scaled to the same absolute counts and shown in separate color 500 channels. 501 502
Cortical layer analysis. All striatal cells were pooled and treated separately. For cortical cells, cortex 503 boundaries were manually defined in structural images as the surface of the brain and the bottom of 504 Layer 6. Boundaries were registered to functional images (above) and cells were assigned a normalized 505 depth coordinate based on these boundaries. Drug response, defined as ΔF drug /ΔF 0 , could then be 506 related to normalized cortical depth. For each slice, cells were binned by cortical depth and the drug 507 response per cell averaged over cells. Extreme cell responses were excluded from each bin using the 508 generalized extreme Studentized deviate test. Layer boundary locations were taken from the primary 509 somatosensory cortex in the matched coronal slices of the Allen Brain Reference Atlas. 510 KCNQ3 expression levels were acquired from Allen Brain Institute experiment #100041071. The 511 somatosensory cortex was manually defined in 11 sagittal slices from a P28 male mouse. The available 512 expression image was used to mask the raw data, but expression values were obtained directly from the 513 raw ISH data. The edges of the cortex and cortical depth bins were defined as above and expression 514 values were averaged together across slices from the same experiment. 515 516 Results
517
A spectrally orthogonal Ca 2+ sensor and channelrhodopsin for 1-photon AON 518 AON requires a spectrally orthogonal optogenetic actuator and activity reporter (Fig. 1a) . Examination of 519 channelrhodopsin action spectra and Ca 2+ reporter excitation spectra suggested that the best approach 520 for 1-photon AON was to use a blue-shifted channelrhodopsin and a red-shifted genetically encoded 521 Ca 2+ indicator (RGECI) (Fig. 1a) . We thus set out to identify protein pairs suitable for this purpose. 522
We began by comparing the single action potential responses of RGECIs in cultured neurons. 523 jRGECO1a was the most sensitive ( F/F = 54 ± 10%, n = ~120 neurons. Unless otherwise indicated, all 524 uncertainties are standard errors of the mean), followed by R-CaMP2 and jRCaMP1a, consistent with 525 previous reports (Fig. 1b, Table 1 ) (Inoue et al., 2015) . R-CaMP2 had the fastest kinetics ( on = 26 ± 10 526 ms, off = 270 ± 20 ms, n = ~120 neurons), followed by jRGECO1a ( on = 47 ± 1 ms, off = 440 ± 40 ms, n = 527 ~120 neurons) and jRCAMP1a (Fig. 1c, Table 1) . In HEK293T cells, under basal Ca 2+ conditions, jRGECO1a 528 had the longest photobleaching time constant ( bleach = 81 ± 5 s, I 561 = 44 W/cm 2 , n = 9 cells), followed by 529 R-CaMP2 and jRCaMP1a ( Compared to ChR2(H134R), eTsChR also had higher maximum steady state photocurrent densities (13.2 545 ± 1.2 pA/pF vs. 7.8 ± 2.0 pA/pF, p = 0.044, Student's t-test, n = 6) and faster on-and off-kinetics ( Fig.  546  1f,g ).
547
We co-expressed jRGECO1a and eTsChR in cultured rat hippocampal neurons, and used the far- and Ca 2+ transients, reported simultaneously by jRGECO1a fluorescence (Fig. 1h) . The sodium channel 551 blocker TTX (1 M) eliminated the light-evoked transients in both the BeRST1 and jRGECO1a 552 fluorescence channels, confirming that the jRGECO1a response reflected spiking-dependent Ca 2+ influx 553 and that the optogenetic stimulation did not induce detectable photo-artifacts in the jRGECO1a 554 fluorescence. 555
Cytoplasmic expression of jRGECO1a in brain slices led to a high level of fluorescence 556
background from reporter present in neuropil, even with the optically sectioned imaging approaches 557 described below (Fig. 2a) . To facilitate imaging in tissue, we fused jRGECO1a to a Histone-2B (H2B) tag 558 to localize expression to the nucleus ( Fig. 1d and Fig. 2b) , as previously done for zebrafish (Freeman et  559 al., 2014) and rat (Skocek et al., 2018) brain imaging. The nuclear-localized H2B-jRGECO1a showed 560 clearly resolved nuclei with little background between the cells. In cultured neurons, H2B-jRGECO1a 561 responded to single action potentials with good sensitivity (ΔF/F = 19.4 ± 5.3%, n = 3 cells), but with 562 slower kinetics than the cytosolic reporter, (τ on = 167 ± 27 ms, τ off = 1,400 ± 270 ms) consistent with 563 previous measurements of nuclear Ca 2+ dynamics (Fig. 2c) We tested for optical crosstalk between actuator and reporter channels in cells co-expressing 566 the optimized AON constructs. Due to the high sensitivity of eTsChR, the blue light doses needed to 567 elicit spikes (0.7 W/cm 2 for 10 ms, = 488 nm) induced minimal photoartifact in either cytoplasmic or 568 nuclear jRGECO1a compared to a single-spike Ca 2+ signal (-2% photoartifact in Fig. 2d vs. 19% spike 569 response in Fig. 1h, Fig. 2e ). Crosstalk from direct blue light excitation of jRGECO1a fluorescence was 570 avoided in the experiments below by interleaved optogenetic stimulation and fluorescence imaging. 571
The yellow light used for Ca 2+ imaging ( = 561 nm, 0.1 W/cm 2 ) induced in eTsChR a steady-state 572 photocurrent less than 0.5 pA (Fig. 2f) , far too small to trigger spurious action potentials. Expression of 573 eTsChR did not significantly affect neurons' membrane resistance, membrane capacitance, or resting 574 potential compared to controls ( Table 2) . Together, eTsChR and H2B-jRGECO1a formed a suitable 575 actuator/reporter pair for crosstalk-free 1P AON. 576 577
Hadamard microscopy enables optical sectioning in ultra-widefield images of acute brain slices 578
We next sought to perform wide-area optically sectioned imaging of the AON constructs in acute brain 579 slices. To achieve high light collection efficiency over a wide FOV, we designed a microscope system 580 around a low magnification high numerical aperture objective (Olympus MVPLAPO 2 XC, NA 0.5). In 581 wide-field epifluorescence mode, this microscope imaged a 4.6 mm FOV, large enough to capture most 582 of a hemisphere of a coronal brain slice, with nominal 2.25 μm lateral resolution set by the pixel size on 583 the sCMOS detector. Apart from the optical filters and the mechanical mounts, all elements of the 584 microscope were off-the-shelf components (Methods). 585 To achieve optical sectioning over a wide FOV, we developed a structured illumination approach 586 based on Hadamard encoding. We placed a digital micromirror device (DMD) in the illumination path to 587 enable arbitrary spatiotemporal patterning of the fluorescence excitation. Each DMD pixel mapped to 588 6.3 m in the sample plane. The DMD modulated the excitation light with a series of binary illumination 589 patterns such that neighboring sample locations were illuminated with orthogonal intensity sequences 590 (P 1 , P 2 , …, P n in Fig. 3a) . Raw data consisted of a series of images (F(t 1 ), F(t 2 ), …, F(t m ) in Fig. 3b-1 ) 591 acquired with each illumination pattern, which were then demodulated to yield images of the scattered 592 light for each illumination location ( Fig. 3b-2) . Software binary masks then rejected scattered light (Fig.  593 3b-3), akin to physical pinholes used in confocal microscopy. The sum of images over all illumination 594 locations yielded an optical section (Fig. 3b-4, Methods) . The Hadamard algorithm is linear and local, 595
i.e. the image resulting from two distinct sources is the sum of the images of the individual sources; and 596 the final intensity value at each pixel depends only on signals acquired at that pixel. Thus the results are 597 independent of the sample and do not require any specialized post-processing. 598
To make all projected DMD pixels mutually orthogonal would require prohibitively long digital 599 codes (~10 6 samples), but because light scatter is mostly local, repeating the codes periodically at 600 separations larger than the scattering point-spread function resulted in minimal crosstalk (Fig. 3c) .
601
Residual crosstalk between repeated codes was scrambled by inverting the sequence of a randomly 602 selected 50% subset of the pixels (Fig. 3c, Methods) . This procedure resulted in series of patterns with 603 50% duty cycle, uniform mean illumination across the sample, and uniform spatial and temporal spectral 604 density. By varying the number of frames in the Hadamard sequence, one can systematically trade time 605 resolution vs. background rejection. The workflow for acquiring and analyzing Hadamard images is 606 summarized in Fig. 3d . A link to the software is given in Methods. Application of compressed sensing 607 algorithms to Hadamard microscopy enabled signal extraction at half the frame rate of the camera 608 (Parot et al., 2019) (Fig. 10) , though this improved time resolution was not required for the applications 609 described below. 610 We compared Hadamard microscopy to two other SIM techniques, stripe SIM (Gustafsson,  611 2000) and HiLo (Mertz and Kim, 2010), all implemented using the same DMD and optics. Images of 0.2 612 m fluorescent beads in agarose were used to estimate the point-spread functions (PSFs) of the three 613 techniques in a non-scattering medium. As, expected, line sections through the three PSFs gave 614 identical lateral (FWHM 2.7 m) and axial (FWHM 14.0 m) resolution near the focus (Fig. 4) . For the 615 low-magnification, wide-area implementation described here, the resolution in all three cases was 616 determined by the intersection of the pixel-size-limited DMD illumination spots and the camera 617 collection PSFs. We performed optical simulations to explore whether lateral shifts between DMD pixels 618 and the smaller camera pixels would lead to spatially varying spatial resolution. For the parameters of 619 our experimental setup, the changes in spatial resolution were < 5% in lateral resolution and < 10% in 620 axial resolution, so these effects were subsequently neglected. 621
The three imaging techniques differed critically in imaging parameters not captured by the 622 FWHM of the PSFs, however. Stripe SIM and HiLo PSFs had out-of-focus conical lobes, a consequence of 623 out-of-focus points emitting along the same rays as in-focus and laterally offset points. These lobes did 624 not lie along either the lateral or axial line sections through the PSF, so they did not contribute to the 625 PSF dimensions as usually characterized, but they contributed to substantial out-of-plane total 626 fluorescence (Fig. 4b) . Hadamard images lacked this artifact because use of multiple illumination 627 patterns resolved ambiguities in assignment of out-of-focus fluorescence. For Hadamard microscopy, 628 the integrated the PSF in the transverse (x-y) plane decayed to 15% of its peak at a defocus of -30 m, 629 whereas by the same measure HiLo retained 38% of peak fluorescence and stripe SIM retained 62% of 630 peak fluorescence (Fig. 4b) . Thus HiLo and stripe SIM suffered ~2.5-fold and ~4-fold higher background 631 than Hadamard, respectively. 632
For the purpose of rejecting out-of-focus background fluorescence in tissue, the integrated 633 transverse fluorescence, not the more commonly used axial line section, is the critical parameter. Thus 634 we expected that Hadamard microscopy would perform better than stripe SIM or HiLo in resolving 635
single-cell signals in densely expressing tissues. Fig. 4c and the Discussion compare the technical noise 636 and shot noise properties of Hadamard and other SIM techniques. Hadamard performed as well as or 637 better than the other techniques by these parameters. 638
We compared the performance of the three structured illumination techniques in brain tissue 639 (Fig. 5) . The sample comprised an acute 300 μm-thick coronal brain slice, expressing nuclear-targeted 640 jRGECO1a throughout cortex and striatum, and membrane-targeted CheRiff-GFP restricted by an Rbp4-641
Cre driver to a subset of Layer 5 (L5) pyramidal cells (Fig. 5a) . Hadamard images clearly resolved 642 individual cells, whereas wide-field epifluorescence did not (Fig. 5b) . In the stripe SIM and HiLo images, 643 out of focus nuclei appeared as bright rings, a consequence of the conical lobes on the PSF, which 644 prevented clear separation of single-cell images (Fig. 5c) . Light scattering caused the Hadamard signal to 645 decay as a function of image depth with a length constant of 27 m in acute brain slices (Fig. 5d,e ) and 646 113 m in fixed slices. The difference in signal attenuation was attributed to decreased light scattering 647 after the fixation process. 648
To quantify the ability of Hadamard microscopy to resolve single-cell signals, we used high-649 resolution confocal microscopy to make ground-truth maps of the spatial distribution of nuclei in fixed 650 slices densely expressing nuclear jRGECO1a. We then simulated Hadamard images of these cells in 651 scattering tissue and estimated the crosstalk, i.e. the spurious contribution from all other cells to the 652 fluorescence signal ascribed to each nucleus (Methods). In cortical layer 2/3, only 10% of the cells 653 received more than 20% crosstalk from other cells. The crosstalk was lower in other brain regions (Fig.  654 5f). Cell nuclei had a stereotyped round and localized shape. The degree of crosstalk could be estimated 655 on a cell-by-cell basis via shape deviations. If desired, cells with crosstalk beyond a threshold value 656 could be discarded from the analysis, though this procedure was not used here. Hadamard microscopy 657 thus enabled optically sectioned imaging with single-cell resolution over wide fields of view in acute 658 brain slices. 659 660
Mapping excitability in acute slices 661
To map neural excitability, we applied Hadamard microscopy with simultaneous optogenetic stimulation 662 in acute mouse brain slices expressing the actuator-reporter pair. We co-injected AAV9-hSyn-DO-H2B-663 jRGECO1a and AAV9-hSyn-eTsChR in cortex and striatum of wild-type P0-2 mouse neonates (Fig. 6a) . 664 Both proteins expressed well and were readily visualized via Hadamard imaging in 300 μm acute brain 665 slices from 3-week-old animals (Fig. 6b,c) . We performed Hadamard AON measurements in a region 2.3 666 × 2.3 mm, set by the size of the expressing region. Cell signals were acquired from a depth of 32 ± 667 13 μm (Fig. 5d) .
668
To probe excitability, we exposed the slice to a series of wide-field blue stimuli of increasing 669 strength, interleaved with Hadamard imaging of H2B-jRGECO1a with yellow light (561 nm, 100 mW/cm 2 , 670 Fig. 6d ). Hadamard images were first acquired for 2 s to establish baseline fluorescence. showed undetectable fluorescence (Fig. 6d,e) , confirming that Hadamard microscopy effectively 678 rejected scatter and out-of-focus background. The yellow light used for Ca 2+ imaging induced spurious 679 activity in only 0.46 ± 0.03% of cells (n = 38,835 cells, 9 slices), establishing that the imaging light only 680 weakly activated eTsChR. The sodium channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 μM) abolished blue light 681 evoked responses slice wide, confirming that Ca 2+ responses were due to action potential firing (Fig.  682  6f,g ) and, furthermore, that blue light-induced photoswitching was minimal. 683
We tested the long-term stability of the preparation. The optogenetically induced Ca 2+ signal 684 was stable over a 78 minute session comprising 7 repeated imaging cycles (Fig. 6h,i) . During this period 685 the population-average optically evoked ΔF/F at the strongest stimulus decreased modestly from 64 ± 686 0.7% to 52 ± 0.7%, n = 3,195 cells. These results demonstrate the capability for repeated measurements 687 over > 1 h in a single sample. 688
We used a 2D peak-finding algorithm to identify n = 6,102 responding cells in the Hadamard 689 images of a single brain slice (Fig. 7a) . Cells showed different patterns of response in the striatum vs. 690
cortex, but we also observed cell-to-cell variability within the cortex. To characterize this variability, we 691 applied principal components analysis (PCA) to a set of single-cell recordings. First, we repeated the 692 excitability measurement on 9 slices from 2 animals, recording from a total of n = 32,103 cells across 693 cortex and striatum. Measurement runs (comprising six measure-stimulate-measure sequences) were 694 repeated at 5-minute intervals, 3 times per slice. PCA identified 3 main temporal components in the 695 single-cell fluorescence responses (Fig. 7b,c, Methods) . Examination of the PC temporal waveforms 696
showed that PC1 measured overall fluorescence response amplitude, PC2 captured a left-right shift in 697 the sigmoidal excitability profile, and PC3 largely captured a stimulus-dependent increase in baseline 698 fluorescence. 699
We then decomposed the fluorescence waveform at each pixel into its principal components 700 (PCs), and color-coded each pixel by its PC amplitudes (Fig. 7d,e, Methods) . Despite coloring each pixel 701 independently, individual cells appeared homogeneously colored in the resulting image (Fig. 7e) Wide-area AON offers a means to map the cell type and region-specific effects of pharmacological or 710 other perturbations on neural excitability. We performed excitability measurements on acute slices 711 before and after applying the antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) retigabine (25 M), carbamazepine (100 M), 712 and phenytoin (100 M). To quantify the drug effect, we measured the pixel-by-pixel change in mean 713 amplitude, F, of the optogenetically induced response-a parameter close to the first principal 714 component that emerged from the unsupervised analysis above. Each drug had different effects in 715 striatum and cortex, and attenuated cortical excitability in a distinctive spatial pattern (Fig. 8a) . 716 We sorted cells into bins based on their cortical depth and visualized mean AED response as a 717 function of cortical depth, averaged over n = 3 slices per drug (Fig. 8b) . Carbamazepine and phenytoin, 718 both sodium channel blockers, showed relatively uniform suppression of excitability as a function of 719 cortical depth, but retigabine showed a graded response, weakest in L6b and strongest in L4. 720
Retigabine is a specific positive allosteric modulator of K v 7 channels, and its primary target is 721 thought to be the K v 7.2/7.3 heteromer (Gunthorpe et al. Probing functional connectivity with ultra-widefield AON 732
We next sought to extend the Hadamard AON platform to measurements of functional connectivity. 733
Although slicing interrupts many long-range projections, optogenetic stimulation of axon terminals can 734 nonetheless evoke local neurotransmitter release and postsynaptic responses (Petreanu et al., 2007) . 735 We reasoned that sufficiently strong presynaptic stimulation would drive postsynaptic spikes, which 736 could be detected via H2B-jRGECO1a. 737
To achieve this goal, the channelrhodopsin must traffic efficiently to axon terminals. We found 738 that expression of eTsChR was predominantly localized to the soma and dendrites (Fig. 9a) . We thus 739 explored CheRiff-TS-GFP (CheRiff), a blue-light sensitive, high-photocurrent channelrhodopsin 740 (Hochbaum et al., 2014) . CheRiff trafficked well in axons (Fig. 9b,c) and was 2.3-fold more sensitive to 741 blue light than eTsChR. CheRiff was also more sensitive to yellow light, raising the possibility of spurious 742 activation by the 561 nm imaging laser. Under typical imaging conditions (561 nm, 100 mW/cm 2 ) 743
CheRiff photocurrent was 0.9% of the maximum photocurrent (95% confidence interval 0.8 to 1%, n = 7 744 cells, Fig. 9d ), whereas eTsChR photocurrent was < 0.1% of its maximum photocurrent (Fig. 2f) . 745 We designed an experiment to express CheRiff in L5 cortico-striatal neurons following a 746 previously described protocol (Ibrahim et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2015) , and to test the postsynaptic 747 response via Ca 2+ imaging in the striatum. The CheRiff vector comprised CAG-DIO-CheRiff-TS-GFP (Cre-748 on CheRiff), which we injected into neonatal Rbp4-Cre +/-mice to target expression to a population of 749 excitatory L5 neurons. We concurrently injected hSyn-DO-H2B-jRGECO1a (Cre-off nuclear Ca 2+ indicator) 750 to drive reporter expression throughout striatum and cortex (Fig. 9e) . 751 First, we tested the slices for spurious activity elicited by the yellow imaging light. Very few 752 striatal neurons showed a detectable increase in H2B-jRGECO1a signal caused by 561 nm imaging 753 illumination (0.32 ± 0.001%, n = 3137 cells, 2 slices, Fig. 9f,g ), confirming that the yellow light did not 754 excite axon terminals enough to drive postsynaptic spikes in most cases. This crosstalk performance is 755 not significantly different from that in the eTsChR-based excitability measurements described above 756 (0.46 ± 0.03%, n = 38,835 cells, 9 slices, p = 0.25, two-proportion z-test, Fig. 9h) . In excitability-style 757 measurements with CheRiff, a significantly larger proportion of neurons showed imaging light-induced 758 activation (2.3 ± 0.5%, n = 944 cells, 2 slices, p = 8x10 -10
). Thus, the superior axonal trafficking of CheRiff 759 made it the preferred actuator for functional connectivity measurements, while the lower yellow-light 760 crosstalk of eTsChR made it the preferred actuator for excitability measurements. 761
We then repeated the blue-light stimulation and imaging protocol previously used for 762 excitability measurements while monitoring downstream responses in the striatum. Blue light induced 763 nuclear Ca 2+ transients across the cortex and striatum (Fig. 9i) . Blockers of excitatory transmission, NBQX 764 and CPP, reversibly eliminated the responses in the striatum, Layer 6, and Layer 2/3, confirming that 765 these responses were synaptically evoked (Fig. 9i) and that there was negligible blue light crosstalk into 766 the fluorescence signals. 767
To our surprise, addition of NBQX and CPP reversibly increased the optogenetically induced 768 activity in a population of cells in L5 (Fig. 9j,k) . These cells showed little or no response to stimulation 769 prior to addition of synaptic blockers (Fig. 9k) . The location of these cells amidst the Rbp4 population 770 suggested that these cells expressed both the actuator and reporter (likely a consequence of imperfect 771 silencing of DO-H2B-jRGECO1a in Rbp4-Cre + neurons (Saunders et al., 2012) inferring the complete set of Hadamard images for every pair of camera frames, this approach enables 789 optically sectioned reconstructions at half of the camera frame-rate. Fig. 10 illustrates this approach. 790
The sample comprised a hippocampal slice co-expressing eTsChR and nuclear-localized jRGECO1a. To 791 ensure that each nucleus was illuminated by multiple DMD pixels, we used a 10x objective (Methods). 792
The optogenetic stimulation was as in Figs. 6 and 7. The camera and DMD-patterned illumination were 793 synchronized to run at 66 Hz. 794 Fig. 10a shows a Hadamard image of the whole field of view, in which nuclei have been color-795 coded by the principal component amplitudes of their dynamic response, as in Fig. 7d . A close-up image 796
( Fig. 10b) shows the individually resolved nuclei. A wide-field image sequence was calculated by 797 averaging together pairs of frames with complementary illumination patterns. Hadamard 798 reconstructions were calculated via the standard approach outlined above, and via the compressed 799 sensing approach. 800
Regions 1 and 5 in Fig. 10a corresponded to a cell-free interstitial region and a non-responsive 801 (presumably dead) very bright cell, respectively, whereas regions 2 -4 corresponded to optogenetically 802 responsive cells. Fig. 10b shows that the wide-field images had high time resolution, but suffered from 803 out-of-focus crosstalk: the gray traces from regions 1 and 5 showed spurious optogenetically induced 804 responses. In the conventional Hadamard movie, the intensity traces from regions 1 and 5 showed 805 constant fluorescence, confirming effective background rejection. But these extracted traces had low 806 time resolution. In the compressed sensing Hadamard movie, the intensity traces from regions 1 and 5 807 had the same time resolution as in the wide-field movie ( multi-focal confocal. In these comparisons, the total optical dose into the sample is greater for 877
Hadamard than for multifocal. The duty cycle of illumination is 1/N for multifocal confocal, and 1/2 for 878 Hadamard, so for N = 12, Hadamard exposes the sample to 6-fold more light, and for N = 64, Hadamard 879 uses 32-fold more light. While photobleaching and phototoxicity were not significant factors in the 880 present experiments, the presence of these effects may favor multifocal confocal. Estimated distribution of crosstalk in neuronal recordings using Hadamard microscopy. Only 10% of cells 1175 had more than 20% crosstalk (fluorescence attributable to other cells) in L2/3 (Methods). 1176
